CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, the writer found all types of violating maxims that uttered by the main characters in *Another Cinderella Story* movie. The main characters violated the maxims of quantity, quality, relation, and manner. They failed to fulfill Grice’s maxims. They gave the short and much information, not telling the truth information, gave contribution that not suitable to the topic of the conversation, and gave ambiguity contribution.

The main characters had reasons why they violated the maxims. The writer found eight reasons why they violated the maxims. Those are hiding the truth, saving face, feeling jealous about something, avoiding to hurt the hearer, ignoring the hearer, making the hearer tell to the point, satisfying the hearer, and convincing the hearer.

Mary and Joey violated the maxims of quantity because they want to hide the truth, to avoid to hurt the hearer, to satisfy the hearer, to convince the hearer, to feeling jealous. Next, the main characters violated the maxim of quality whereas the reasons are to hide the truth and to satisfy the hearer. The reason why the main characters violated the relation maxim is saving the face, making the hearer tell to the point, ignoring the hearer and convincing the hearer. And there is a reason why violating maxim of manner happened in this study, the reason is convincing the hearer.
The writer knew the reason of hiding the truth because Mary as the main character did not want anyone knows about her privation. Then, convincing other person is the reason of the main characters to make sure other characters in order to believe. The reason of Joey why he saved his face because he was shy to other character. Mary feels jealous to Joey because she saw Joey with his ex girlfriend. Then, Joey’s reason why he ignored Mary, because he did not want to talk. Next, to make the hearer tell to the point because the contribution is too much and bored. Furthermore, other reason, the main character tried to avoid to hurt other characters because he did not want to make them disappointed. And, satisfying the hearer because the main character wants to make the hearer feels pleased.

5.2 Suggestion

Based on the finding of this study, the writer recommends that the further researcher continues this study because there are many reasons why violating the maxims happened. The further researchers can used other theory to find out the reasons why violating the maxims happened, comparing the objects of the study or theory of the reasons why the violating the maxims happened, connecting the violation of maxims with psychology consultant to find out the reason, and etc.